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Introduction
Since March 2010, Bluewater’s FPSO Munin has been operating in the South China Sea, at the Huizhou oil
field. The FPSO is replacing another FPSO, which is off location for repairs, for a period of 1 to 1.5 years.
As this is a relatively short operational period, it is not economically attractive to install a dedicated
mooring system. The FPSO is equipped with a class 2 Dynamic Positioning (DP) system, which is used for
station keeping, without the use of anchor legs.
In 2004 the Munin operated on DP with a similar configuration at the Xijiang field, [1]. However, this
operation was for half a year only, it was done with a (partly) different crew and outside the soliton season
in which strong currents occur. This time at the Huizhou field Munin will operate during the soliton
season; therefore she will experience stronger currents compared to operations at Xijiang.
Operating an FPSO on DP is very uncommon, such that DP operators are unlikely to have experience with
this specific type of operation. Conventional, non-DP, shuttle tankers are used to offload the FPSO, which
gives an even more complex operation. This leads to an operational dilemma: complex operations are
preferably performed by a crew which is experienced in doing such operations, but an experienced crew
was not available due to the uniqueness of the operation.
To prepare both the FPSO and the crew for the DP operations at the Huizhou field, FMEA proving trials
and an offloading simulation training have been performed. The proving trials have shown the FPSO’s
fitness to perform the operation, and the offloading training familiarized the crews of the FPSO, shuttle
tanker and hold-back tugs with the operation.
Both the trials and the simulation training have made that the operation of the FPSO has been successful so
far. Furthermore, they have both provided lessons learned which can be valuable in the design and
operation of other DP vessels. This paper describes the FMEA trials and offloading simulation training, and
the lessons learned that have been drawn from both. Also the relation with the Ultimate Dynamic
Positioning (UDP) project is discussed. This UDP research project is currently in progress, and investigates
the possibility of automated condition-monitoring and operator-support for DP systems.
The following section describes the FPSO and its DP system, and is followed by a section about soliton
current events in the South-China Sea. Then the FMEA trials and the offloading simulations are discussed
together with the lessons learned from both. The final section describes the relation of the trials and the
training with the Ultimate Dynamic Positioning project.

FPSO Munin
Oil and gas is produced from the field through two risers which are, together with a hold-back chain,
attached to a buoy. This buoy is connected to the FPSO in an outrigger, which allows free rotation without
entangling the risers. The subsea layout and the outrigger are shown in Fig. 1.
If for any reason the FPSO should loose its position, it is to be disconnected from the risers to prevent
damage to subsea equipment. Therefore an emergency disconnect system is installed on the outrigger,
which can disconnect the buoy within one minute after pressing the disconnect button on the DP console.
This system allows the FPSO a watch circle of 35m. When this circle is crossed the emergency
disconnection is to be activated. During offloading operations a quick disconnect of the shuttle tanker is
also available.
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Fig. 1: Subsea layout – two risers and one hold-back chain connected to the outrigger buoy
The Munin has five thrusters available for its position keeping: two 2MW tunnel thrusters at the bow, two
3MW azimuthing thrusters near the stern and a 12MW main propeller with a high-lift rudder, as shown in
Fig. 2. The main propeller is driven by two 6MW electric drives, connected to segregated switch boards,
such that in the worst case single failure only half the power on this propeller is lost.

Fig. 2: Thruster layout

Soliton Currents
During the summer months, a special phenomenon occurs in the South-China Sea, called solitons. Solitons
are sub-surface waves which are caused by local differences in seawater temperature and bathymetry, [2].
A soliton travels through the sea as a narrow band with high surface current, which generally has a
direction different from the tidal current. Solitons can travel distances of several hundred kilometres, at
speeds up to 4 knots. The associated surface currents can have speeds up to 3 knots, and can rapidly change
the current direction over large angles. Solitons travel in groups of up to 20, of which the first soliton is
generally the strongest.
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The bands in which solitons travel are usually a few hundred meters wide and can be up to 100 kilometres
long (i.e. perpendicular to the travelling direction). A passing soliton usually persists for a period of
approximately 20 minutes, after which a relatively calm period follows before a next soliton arrives.
The strong surface current in a soliton can generate ripples on the sea surface, which make the soliton
visible on the sea and on radar. However, as Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show, the visibility of the solitons can be very
different, depending on the circumstances. A soliton could also cause areas of relatively smooth water
instead of generating ripples. In high seastates or during heavy rainfall the solitons cannot be detected at all,
as the whole sea surface will then be covered with ripples.

Fig. 3: Passing soliton in the South-China Sea

Fig. 4: Approaching soliton and its radar image
In exceptional cases passing solitons can come from different directions, as shown on the radar screen in
Fig. 4. In this situation two soliton systems pass at the same time, which makes choosing the optimal
heading to maintain in position a hard task for the DP operator (DPO).
A passing soliton can strongly influence station keeping, as the current can change rapidly both in velocity
and direction. The current direction can change over an angle of more than 100 degrees in less than 5
minutes. For FPSO Munin this means that the heading is to be changed such that the soliton approaches the
ship on the bow or stern. If a strong soliton would hit the vessel abeam a loss of position is likely to occur,
as the load will be high and the available transverse thrust is relatively limited.
The nature of soliton events makes them hard to detect for a DP operator if they are not visible on the sea
surface or the radar. The current presented on the DP control system typically has a time delay of around 20
minutes. This delay is built into the control system, because current usually is a slowly changing
phenomenon. As solitons usually last for approximately 20 minutes, it will not be shown by the DP current
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during the event. This means that soliton detection on radar or directly on the sea surface is essential in
order to react appropriately to the change in current.
Because solitons are special events which can severely harm the DP operation, the detection of and
response to solitons was one the main focuses in the DP offloading training.

FMEA Proving Trials
The last DP operations done by the Munin were in 2004, so an extensive FMEA proving trials program has
been set-up prior to starting the production at the Huizhou field. The purpose of the FMEA trials was to
thoroughly test DP hardware and updated software, and to verify that the DP system correctly reacts to
possible equipment failures. The DP Trials program contains a total of 90 tests, divided over eight
categories:
1. Power Generation
2. Power Management & Control
3. Power Distribution
4. DP Control System
5. Azimuth Thrusters
6. Tunnel Thrusters
7. Propulsion Motors
8. Communications
The trial program is carried out close to, and partly on, the vessel’s operational location. During the tests all
relevant equipment and backups were fully operational. Thruster tuning is done before starting the FMEA
proving trials, and the trials were combined with tuning of the updated DP control system, customer
acceptance test of the updated DP control system, testing of position references and hawser load trials.
In the trials program some possible improvements specific for this DP system have been identified.
Furthermore some general lessons learned have been found, which could be of use for further improvement
of DP systems and DP operations in general.

Lessons Learned
The Munin’s DP system is a class 2 system, where four generator sets, two tunnel thrusters, two azimuth
thrusters and two electric motors on the main propeller can be split in two segregated systems. A one-line
diagram is provided in Fig. 5. This configuration makes that operating with split bus-bar is the safest option
for this vessel.
As split bus-bar is the standard operational mode, both a full black-out and half black-out test have been
done in the FMEA trials. The half black-out test was initiated by shutting down one engine-room at a fire
alarm, such that half the propulsion power is lost (i.e. one bow thruster, one azimuth thruster and one
propulsion motor).
The vessel control system, which contains the control systems for the oil- and gas-production systems,
ballast systems, power management, fire alarm, etc, has the option to switch between different modes.
These different modes, for instance production mode or tanker mode, contain specific control settings for
different operational situations of the vessel.
After the power in the engine-room was lost, the crew for some reason switched from production mode to
tanker mode on the vessel control system. However, this change made that the fire alarm in the engineroom could not be cancelled, as the vessel control system had to stay in production mode to allow for that.
This requirement of the vessel control system to stay in the same mode when a fire alarm is active was not
known by the ship’s operators. As it took the crew a long time to find that the switch to tanker mode was
causing the problems, recovering the lost engine-room took a full hour, instead of the expected few
minutes.
Because the crew was not fully aware of the logic in the vessel control system, which requires to stay in the
same mode in order to reset a fire alarm, they made the wrong decision to switch to tanker mode. The
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complex logic in modern vessel control systems makes that it is very difficult for a crew to be aware of all
effects of a certain decision. This can lead to dangerous situations, as unexpected events can happen when a
change in the control system settings is made. During production this situation would probably have lead to
an unnecessary disconnection from the field.
As the vessel control system is linked to the DP system, it showed to be essential that the crew operating
this system understands these links and the impact of their actions on the DP system. Furthermore the logic
in the vessel control system should be as clear as possible, as the result of operator’s actions should be
completely clear.
A full black-out test showed that the system can recover very quickly. In split bus-bar mode all generators
were forced to trip, such that all power was lost. The UPS systems took over as expected and the generators
automatically started again. Within one minute the first thruster was back online and the vessel drifted less
than 5 meters off position. However, in operational situations when a black-out occurs there will be a
reason which caused the black-out, and which could be unclear to the DP operator. In such cases the
recovery will take a longer time as the cause of the black-out will have to be found and solved before the
power generation and distribution can be restored.
main diesel generators

harbour diesel generator

(4 x 5.5 MW)

(1.1 MW)

bow tunnel thrusters
(2 x 2 MW)

azimuthing thruster

azimuthing thruster

(3 MW)

(3 MW)

propulsion motors main propeller
( 2 x 6 MW)

Fig. 5: One-Line diagram

During a part of the trials program monsoon conditions were encountered, with wind speeds of up to 40
knots and waves of approximately 6 meter. The vessel was well capable of keeping its position, although it
showed that selecting the right heading setpoint is very important. The “system selected heading” value
from the DP system showed to be a good starting point, but further heading adjustments by the DP operator
could highly improve station keeping performance.
The tests have shown that when a piece of equipment fails, a very large number of alarms can be given by
the vessel control system and / or the DP system. Such alarm flooding makes it very difficult for an
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operator to find the root cause of the problem and to efficiently deal with it. If the alarms could more
clearly indicate what caused the chain of events, problem solving would be much easier and quicker, such
that position keeping is less harmed by a problem in the DP system.

Offloading Simulations
Offloading oil from the Munin is done by conventional shuttle tankers in taut-hawser mode. This means
that the shuttle tanker is passively moored in tandem with the FPSO, and that a pull-back tug is used to
prevent the hawser from getting slack. The hawser normally pulls with between 20 to 50 metric tons on the
Munin’s stern. This force is measured and fed into the DP control system to prevent instability and to
exclude it from the DP current (the DP current is not the real current, but a ‘rest force’ which is translated
to a corresponding current speed and direction, [3]).
As taut-hawser offloading from a DP FPSO is an unconventional operation, all involved crew were trained
before they started their first offloading operation offshore. In this training program, the FPSO, shuttle
tanker and tug crews practiced the offloading operations on bridge simulators. Three simulators have been
coupled, to simulate the FPSO, the shuttle tanker and the field support vessel which acts as hold-back tug
simultaneously. These three simulators fully interact with each other, and have communication facilities
similar to the ones onboard the real vessels. The complete offloading tandem, with FPSO, shuttle tanker
and hold-back tug, and the corresponding simulated bridges are shown in Fig. 6.

shuttle tanker bridge

FPSO bridge
tug bridge

Fig. 6: Offloading tandem and simulated bridges
In normal offloading operations, the mooring master onboard the shuttle tanker is in charge of the
operation. However, in this situation the FPSO is being positioned by an active system, and the shuttle
tanker is passively moored to the FPSO. Therefore it is more natural for the FPSO crew to have the
operation’s command instead of the mooring master. The communication will therefore be different from
normal: the FPSO crew decides on the tandem’s heading and orders the mooring master to follow; the
mooring master then orders the tug captain to pull the shuttle tanker in the right direction, such that it
follows the FPSO.
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Finding the optimum line of communicating was one of the objectives of the training. The complete
objective of the training program was to:
• Familiarize crews with special offloading operations, in normal and extreme weather conditions
• Give the crews a feel of capabilities and limitations of vessels and systems
• Train response to changes in environmental conditions (especially solitons)
• Train response to failure of equipment
• Establish lines of communication
An office simulator containing a copy of Munin’s DP control system has been connected to the FPSO
simulation model at the bridge simulator, to match the DP control as close to reality as possible, Fig. 7.
Sophisticated hydrodynamic models, which are validated and proven before, are in this way connected to a
real DP control system. This makes that the simulator reacts very similar to the simulated vessel, such that
a realistic training environment is created.

Fig. 7: Simulated bridge with DP console (left) and real bridge with DP console (right)
A number of simulation scenarios have been set up for the training. These scenarios contain starting
conditions, changes in environment, and failures of equipment. During the simulations the instructor can at
all times overrule the scenario and invoke changes as required. In this way the simulations can be adjusted
while training, to best fit it to the trainees.
The instructor has the possibility to control other ships in the area. In this way subsea construction vessels
or supply vessel working in the area can be simulated, in order to train interaction with such vessels in the
field during offloading operations.
The outside view from the simulated bridges is matched closely to reality, by using rendered 3D drawings
from the real ships. Fig. 8 shows a few pictures from the simulator in comparison to the real situation.
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Fig. 8: Simulator outside view vs. real situation
The offloading simulations provided valuable information about how to deal with these operations. This
resulted in an update of the marine operations manual, and ‘lessons learned’ as described in the following
section.

Lessons Learned
The offloading simulations have shown that offloading from a DP FPSO by using a conventional shuttle
tanker with hold-back tug is very different from offloading a turret-moored FPSO. The crews of the FPSO,
shuttle tanker and hold-back tug have to recognize the different operational aspects in order to be able to
perform the operation in the safest and most efficient way.
As soliton events are quite uncommon and have a strong impact on the operations, many simulations with
soliton events have been performed. The simulator has the possibility to show approaching solitons both on
the outside view and on the radar screens, such that the solitons can be detected in the same way as in
reality. Simulations with solitons that approach the ship without being visible have also been performed, to
train response to unexpected soliton events during bad weather conditions.
When a soliton is detected, the whole offloading tandem is to be rotated in order to point the FPSO’s bow
into the incoming soliton direction. During the first simulations this resulted in some problems, as the
tandem was rotated very slowly. The FPSO heading was not changed in an optimal way, the tug captains
were very cautious with turning the shuttle tanker, and the mooring master was not giving the right
commands to the tug.
During these first simulations it became clear that cultural differences impeded the combined operations.
The FPSO crew is Norwegian, the mooring master British and the tug captains are Chinese. The main
problem was that the Chinese tug captains were very cautious with rotating the shuttle tanker, while the
British mooring master gave no direct orders to the tug. Together with language difficulties this resulted in
very slow rotation of the tandem, such that the FPSO’s heading was not yet into the soliton direction once
the soliton arrived and emergency disconnection was to be activated.
During the training it was shown to the tug captains that it is possible to rotate the shuttle tanker much
faster when the tug is positioned at a larger angle to the towing wire. Combined with more direct orders
from the mooring master this resulted in much faster tandem rotation, such that the heading was optimal
before the soliton arrived. Fig. 9 shows a plot of one of the first simulations where the tandem rotated very
slowly, and one of the later simulations where the tandem was rotated much faster. Both plots cover
approximately the same time span, which very clearly shows the difference in heading change.
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Fig. 9: Tandem rotation in first simulations (left) and in later simulations (right)

During the first simulations where a tandem rotation was performed, the DP operators on the FPSO
changed the FPSO’s heading in steps of five to ten degrees, to perform a rotation of approximately hundred
degrees, according to industry standards. However, the simulations showed that such stepwise rotations
significantly slow down the turning process and, more important, increase the risk of destabilizing the
operation as explained below.
Fig. 10 shows the vessel’s response to a heading step of 10 degrees. First the rate of turn increases to an
operator defined maximum value (for instance 10 degrees per minute). Then the vessel turns with a more or
less constant rate of turn, after which it slows down when it approaches the new setpoint. Usually a small
overshoot occurs before the heading stabilizes at the new setpoint.
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Fig. 10: Heading response to step of 10 degrees
When a large rotation is to be performed, it can be done in a series of small steps or in one big step. This is
shown in Fig. 11, together with the vessel’s response to the steps of the setpoint. It shows that performing
the rotation in separate steps takes a much longer time because the rate of turn is increasing and decreasing
at each intermediate step.
More important, the thrusters have to work very hard to perform such a stepwise turn, as shown in Fig. 12.
This creates a risk of destabilizing the operation, while performing one large rotation shows a much
smoother thruster output. Furthermore a rotation performed in steps requires much more power as the
thrusters have to slow down and speed up the ship at every intermediate setpoint.
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Fig. 11: Heading response to five separate steps of 10 degrees and one step of 50 degrees
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Fig. 12: Thrust response to five separate steps of 10 degrees and one step of 50 degrees
If the FPSO waits after each step for the shuttle tanker to catch up, the rotation of the shuttle tanker will be
slow too. If the FPSO turns quicker than the shuttle tanker it pulls the shuttle tanker along, provided that the
tug pulls sufficiently at the stern of the shuttle tanker to keep it at the correct heading.
It is found that the safest and most efficient way to perform a large rotation with the whole tandem is a
rotation in one step, instead of a series of small steps. The rate of turn should be chosen such that the
rotation is performed as fast as possible, but sufficiently low for the shuttle tanker to follow the rotation. By
adjusting the maximum rate of turn setting during the rotation the heading change can be controlled such
that the shuttle tanker can follow the FPSO.
If the shuttle tanker lags too far behind when performing a large rotation and the rotation of the FPSO is
stopped, the thruster settings are changed such that the resulting yaw moment reverses, in order to stop the
rotation of the FPSO. However, there still is a large force on the hawser, pulling the FPSO’s stern
sideways. Due to the reaction of the thrusters after stopping the rotation and the hawser force pulling on the
stern, the vessel starts to drift sideways. This drifting motion cannot be stopped by the thrusters before the
vessel drifts out of its watch circle. Due to heading priority first all effort is put in stabilizing the heading at
the new setpoint, while the vessel drifts out of the watch circle.
Fig. 13 shows some screenshots from a simulation where the thruster’s reaction and resulting drifting
motion can be clearly seen. The first picture shows the situation just after the heading setpoint is set to
present heading, the second picture is approximately 40 seconds later. This results in a position loss such
that disconnection from the oil field is required (note that the point on the vessel which is to be positioned
in the watch circles is in the outrigger, near the port side bow).
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hawser pull

hawser pull

Fig. 13: Vessel drifting sideways after stopping the tandem rotation
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This simulation pointed out that when a rotation of the tandem is performed the shuttle tanker must not lag
too far behind the FPSO, and if so the rotation must be stopped very slowly and gradually to prevent loss of
position. The DP operator should control the rate of turn of the FPSO such that it pulls the shuttle tanker
along, but without making the tanker lag too much behind. During the simulator training this manoeuvre
has been practiced such that the operators could find the correct balance between pulling the tanker along
and limiting its lag.
When the current changes during operations, the change showed to be very hard to detect for the DP
operators. As the actual current is not measured, the speed and direction have to be determined from other
observations. When a current change was initiated without visual indications for a soliton event, the
operators needed a very long time to detect this and change the tandem heading.
The long time delay in the DP current makes it difficult for the operators to notice a change in current.
Other signals, such as drifting of the shuttle tanker due to abeam current, Fig. 14, were picked up very late.
The bow thrusters normally have to work hard to maintain the FPSO on the heading setpoint in such a
situation, which is a clear indication of changing current direction. However, in this situation the shuttle
tanker drifts and starts to pull sideways to the FPSO’s stern. This induces a yaw moment on the FPSO such
that the bow thrusters don’t have to work that hard to maintain heading. This mechanism made it confusing
to the operators whether the current had changed direction or not, while the shuttle tanker actually is a clear
indication of changed current direction.

Fig. 14: Shuttle tanker drifted due to strong current abeam
In one of the simulations the radar was put on short range (1.5 or 3 nm). The approaching soliton was
therefore not detected in time and the FPSO had to rotate very quickly. The DP operator disabled the rudder
in the DP system, which made the hawser load pulling somewhat sideways on the stern of the FPSO very
hard to compensate for. This made clear that the rudder should in any case be selected in the DP system,
and obviously that the radar should be set to longer range (6 nm) in order to detect approaching solitons as
early as possible.
In a simulation where an unexpected soliton approached the offloading tandem from the stern, the crews
tried to keep the tandem in the original direction, i.e. with the stern into the approaching soliton. One crew
managed to keep the tandem in this direction for a reasonably long time, but then lost the heading which
resulted in an emergency disconnection. The other crew lost heading earlier and almost immediately had to
disconnect. This showed that keeping the stern into the current is very unstable and should be avoided at all
times.
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Fig. 15: Soliton coming in from the stern, crew 1 (left) and crew 2 (right)

Supporting the DP Operator
Bluewater is currently performing a research project together with Imtech Marine & Offshore, MARIN and
Delft University of Technology, titled “ultimate Dynamic Positioning” (uDP), [4]. This project aims at
supporting the DP operator in doing his job, by adding automated condition-monitoring and operatorsupport functions to a DP system.
The condition-monitoring function is intended to take over the operator’s monitoring task in day-to-day
situations, when the FPSO is in production mode for prolonged periods (for clarity: offloading to a shuttle
tanker is not a day to day operation). Once anything abnormal happens in the DP system this monitoring
system triggers an alarm and informs the operator on the detected potential problem. The operator-support
system then takes over and advices the operator on how to deal with the problem.
The lessons learned from the FMEA proving trials and the offloading simulations are valuable input for this
research project. One of the main questions in the project is where the boundaries of a condition-monitoring
system should be chosen. DP operations depend on many systems, which cannot all be monitored by one
system. Power generation for DP for instance relies on diesel generator sets, which in turn rely on fuel
supply, which relies on fuel pumps, etc. Monitoring every piece of equipment, down to the level of for
instance fuel pumps, would reach too far for a DP condition-monitoring system. So the question arises
where to choose the boundaries for such a system.
The FMEA proving trials have shown that when a piece of equipment fails, it can be very hard for an
operator to (quickly) solve the problem. Due to alarm flooding the root cause of a problem can be hard to
detect, as it is not always clear which alarm indicates the root cause and which an effect of this cause.
Furthermore, as the logic in complex control systems will not always be fully clear to the operator, his
actions can have unexpected consequences which can further harm the operation.
To be able to deal with an equipment failure, a problem should be detected in an early stage. Furthermore it
should be clear to the operator what the exact problem is, what the root cause is and what the consequences
of the problem can be. Such information can be essential for a rapid response and can prevent needless loss
of position in case of relatively minor equipment failures.
In the process of supporting an operator when dealing with problems in the system, two phases can be
distinguished: first it should be clear what the problem exactly is, and secondly it should be decided how to
deal with the problem. The first step requires fault detection and diagnosis (i.e. condition monitoring), the
second requires system analysis to assess the situation and decide whether or not the operation can be
continued.
The fault detection process should only be carried out if a problem occurs in a system that is essential for
the safe operation of the DP system. If the affected system is not essential, the failed equipment can be
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switched off after the operator is notified, and be repaired offline. If however the affected system is
essential for the DP operation, a quick reaction is essential to be able to prevent the problem from leading
to a loss of position.
If a problem in an essential system arises, it should be decided whether the DP operator has the capability
to intervene in the system. If not, the system which has a problem should be isolated such that it cannot
affect the rest of the DP operation and to prevent problem propagation. It should then be decided whether
or not the DP operation can safely be continued or should be aborted. If the operator has the capability to
intervene in the system, it should be decided whether it is possible to quickly solve the problem or not, and
what actions the operator should take to do so.
It should be clear what information is essential for the DPO to deal with a problem. If for instance a
governor of a diesel generator set fails, the most important information for the DPO is that this generator
set is not available. He will not be able to solve the problem from the DP desk, so his only option is to
operate without this generator set. Solving this particular problem is the task of an engineer, who can
locally search the root cause of this problem and solve it while the generator is offline.
Three criteria are identified which together decide whether or not a component is to be within the
boundaries of a condition monitoring system:
1. the system’s functioning is essential for the safe operation of the DP system
2. the DPO can take action at the level of the monitored component in case of problems
3. information about the monitored component is needed to decide whether the operation can be
safely continued and how to do so
In the example of a failing governor, a generator set itself is an essential component for the DP operation,
so it should be monitored. However, the DP operator will not be able to intervene at component level inside
a generator set, so monitoring parts inside the generator will not be useful. If a part fails, the operator needs
to know that something failed, the generator set is to be isolated from the DP system (and thus from the bus
bar), and it is to be decided if it is safe to operate without this generator set available.
If the generator set as a whole is monitored the DP operator will have sufficient information to deal with
problems which arise somewhere in this generator set. So if a governor fails it will have to be detected by
unexpected behavior of the generator set. In other words, the DP condition-monitoring system will see the
generator set as a black box which should show a certain behavior. The behavior of the generator set will
have to be closely monitored in order to assess the generator set’s condition during operations.
Once the condition monitoring system has detected a problem, the operator support system takes over and
has to advice the operator on how to deal with the problem. In order to do this, the following questions
should be answered:
1. what will be the consequences of the problem
2. can the problem be solved rapidly
3. how to prevent problem propagation
4. can the operation be safely continued and how to do that
If these questions are answered by an operator-support system, the operator will be able to quickly decide
whether the DP operation can safely be continued, and how to do so, or if the operation is to be aborted.
This will greatly enhance the operator’s chances of success in case of a fault in the system, and if the
operation is to be aborted it provides more time to do so safely.
In the example of the failed governor on a generator set, the condition-monitoring system should tell the
DP operator that a problem has been detected in this particular generator set, and that the root cause of the
problem is somewhere inside this generator. The operator should then take the generator offline, if not
already done by the power management system, and the operator-support system should start to advice the
operator.
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The support system should determine the required total power and compare that to the power left available
without the failed generator. If there is insufficient power left the operator should immediately be advised
to abort the DP operation. Otherwise, the operator-support system should verify whether or not the system
still operates according to its class regulations (i.e. DP1, DP2 or DP3), and if not whether the operation is to
be aborted or can be continued in degraded status.

Conclusion
To prepare the FPSO Munin for continuous DP operations at the Huizhou field in the South China Sea, an
extensive FMEA proving trials program as well as a dedicated offloading simulation training have been
conducted. Both have contributed to the safe operation of the vessel, but have also resulted in some lessons
learned, which could be valuable for Munin’s DP operations and also for other DP vessels.
The most important lesson from the FMEA trials is that operators can struggle with thoroughly
understanding a control system’s functioning, due to very complex logic in such systems. This can lead to
incidents as the full effects of an operator’s action are not always clear.
The offloading simulations have shown that operating a DP FPSO while offloading to a conventional, nonDP, shuttle tanker requires special operational methodologies on both vessels and supporting hold back tug.
Changing heading of a tandem consisting of FPSO, shuttle tanker and tug can be a challenging task, which
has shown that the way in which such a manoeuvre is performed is essential to its success.
Furthermore it has become clear that changes in current speed and/or direction can be very hard for a DPO
to detect. Measuring the current would be very valuable not only for the control system but also to better
inform the DPO on the actual situation in which he is operating.
Both the FMEA trials and offloading simulations have shown that operators are very capable of operating
the systems, but can have problems with solving problems in case something unexpected happens. This is
not something for which to blame the operators, but it is a result of operating vessels with complex control
systems which are hard to completely understand. Therefore an automated operator support system will
greatly enhance the operator’s capabilities in case of unexpected events, as such a system will be able to
‘oversee’ the complete system very quickly, and thus can advice the operator on how to deal with a
problem.
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